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Abstract- Cloud computing which provides services “on
demand” is gaining increasing popularity. However, one of the
most challenging problems in cloud computing is to minimize the
power consumption in the data centres. The subject of Green
Cloud Computing has emerged with the objective of reducing
power consumption. While reducing the power consumption it is
important to perform the computation in minimum makespan
(that is, when all the jobs or Tasks have finished processing). In
this paper we propose a technique to achieve the objective of
minimizing the power consumption as well as reducing the
makespan. To minimize the power consumption, we schedule
the tasks on each node utilizing its resources maximum (100%)
such that we can reduce the number of nodes used in the data
centre. The makespan is reduced using pipeline technique. A
method has been proposed and its effectiveness verified by
simulating on CloudSim. Results presented in this paper
show the advantages of the proposed technique.
General Terms: Power Consumption, Virtualization, Green
Cloud Computing.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II we discuss
related work. Section III is the Proposed Techniques.
Section IV is Implementation and Experimental Results.
Section V Concludes the paper.
II.

One of the energy minimization techniques applied at
the data centre level, was developed by Ryan Friese et.al[7]
in their work they are able to lower their energy
consumption while maintaining a high level performance.
Minimizing energy consumption while maximizing the
performance can be modelled as a bi-objective optimization
problem. In their paper, authors specify a method to create
different resource allocations that shows the tradeoffs
between minimizing energy consumed and minimizing the
makespan of a system. By adapting a multi objective
genetic algorithm they are able to construct Pareto fronts
consisting of Pareto-efficient resource allocations. This
technique facilitates the system managers to make
intelligent scheduling decisions based on the energy and
performance needs for their system. Xin Li et.al [8] has
considered the problem of energy-efficient virtual machine
placement algorithm with balanced and improved resource
utilization in a data centre. The main challenge is to
improve the resource utilization to minimize power
consumption. The key issue in server virtualization
is Virtual Machine Placement (VMP) which selects some
available physical machine (PM) to deploy each newly
created VM in runtime. When the VMs are fully loaded in
PMs, all the utilized resources referred to as resource
fragments are wasted. In order to improve the resource
utilization such that the number of running PMs is
minimized, we have to lower the number of resource
fragments and decrease their sizes. To achieve this authors
propose a multidimensional space partitioned model to
characterize the usage of each PM. This algorithm reduces
the number of resource fragments and decreases their sizes
and minimizes the energy consumption. Awada
Uchechukwu et.al. [9]. In their work, the authors specifies
formulations and solution for Green Cloud Environments to
minimize its environmental impact and energy consumption
under new models by considering static and dynamic
portions of cloud components. The proposed methodology
presents a model by capturing cloud computing data centre.
Author presents energy consumption pattern and show that
by applying suitable optimization policies directed through
their energy consumption model. The energy consumption
is saved in cloud data centres. Christobel et.al [10] in their
paper the author’s concentred on discrete particle swarm
optimization algorithm based on the particle best position
and global best position is adopted to find the global
optimal
solution
for
higher
dimensions.
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I.

RELATED WORK

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing [1] makes computer infrastructure
and services available "on-need" basis. It is believed that
cloud computing will be dominant computing platform.
However, one of the most challenging problems is to
minimize the power consumption in the data centres. The
subject of Green Cloud Network Computing has emerged
[2][3].
Cloud Computing platforms [4] generally use
Virtualization. Virtualization of computer system resources
includes processor, memory and I/O devices. Virtualization
techniques enable multiple tasks to be consolidated on few
servers and results in reduced idle power cost thereby
minimizing energy consumption. In cloud computing data
centres efficiency is dependent on various aspects; one of
the aspects is scheduling. Scheduling is a major factor it
needs attention in the field of cloud computing. The
scheduling tasks helps in minimizing major causes of
concern such as amount of power consumed [5] and
makespan to provide services. Many task scheduling
algorithms are being used in cloud computing environment
to optimally allocate resources to tasks. However most of
the existing scheduling algorithms do not take into account
the aspects of power consumption and makespan [6]. In this
paper the objective is to focus on developing a scheduling
technique which combines Virtual Machine (VM)
placement algorithm and pipeline concepts is used to reduce
the power consumption and makespan. The technique was
simulated on CloudSim [16] and experimental results show
the algorithm effectiveness of the proposed technique.
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Their algorithm yields better schedule with minimum
completion time. They considered the job completion ratio
and lateness; using their algorithm an energy improvement
of up to 28% is obtained. Sobir Bazarbayev et al. [11] in
their work, authors discussed the infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) clouds, provides on demand nature of services. In
the large cloud data centre hundreds of thousands of
virtual machines can be deployed and terminated. The
content based scheduling algorithm schedules the VMs with
high content similarity on the same hosts. When deploying
a VM on a destination host reduces the amount of data
transferred. The content based scheduling algorithm reduces
the network traffic. There are many other VM placement
algorithms [12-15] that have been proposed. However, none
of the algorithms focus on the problem of minimizing power
consumption and makespan. In this paper, an algorithm is
proposed which is more efficient compared to the above
discussed techniques. We propose a technique to achieve
the objective of minimizing the power consumption as well
as reducing the makespan.
To minimize the power
consumption, we schedule the tasks on each node by
utilizing its resources maximum (100%) such that we can
reduce the number of nodes used in the data centre. The
makespan is reduced by using pipeline technique.
III.

mode to active mode then the VM is created on that
node this increases the power consumption[8][9]. In the
proposed technique we utilize the resources maximum
(100%) for example already two VM1 and VM2 are
allocated for the third VM3 sufficient resource is not
available as shown in the Figure 1, because resource
utilization exceeds more than 100% on that node.
We can increase the execution time of the VM3 and
allocate the third VM3 on the available resource with other
two VMs as shown in Figure 2. [10][11].

PROPOSED TECHNQUE

Figure 1. Resource Utilization of VMs > 100%

We now discuss a technique for Task Scheduling which
minimize the power consumption as well as reduces the
makespan. The proposed method is a combination of
Virtual Machine (VM) placement and pipelining concepts
is used to reduce the power consumption and makespan for
set of tasks by utilizing the resources maximum[4][5].
3.1. Minimizing Power Consumption
In this paper we consider set of tasks T = {t1, t2…tm} and
arrival rate for task is denoted as α (i=1, 2…n). For each
task the VM is created and arbitrarily allocated. VM =
{vm1, vm2....vmm} [6].
3.1.1. Power Equation
The power consumed by VMs which composed of n tasks
and its model is represented as specified below.
xT(vm(tj),tj)

Figure 2. Resource Utilization of VMs = 100% by
Increasing execution time of VM3

The Pvm denotes the total power consumption of VMs
execution, VM(tj) represent the selected VM for task tj,
P(VM(tj),tj) denotes the power required to execute task tj
on selected Virtual Machines (VM). T(VM(tj), tj)
represents the time required to execute task tj on selected
VM.
3.2. Proposed Power Efficient VM Pipelining Algorithm.
In the proposed Power Efficient VM Pipelining
algorithm [7], VM placement is done as specified. First
the set of random tasks is defined as Random(T) where T
is consists of m tasks (t1, t2…tm) for each task a VM is
allocated. On the arrival of the tasks admission of new
requests for VMs provisioning is done on the nodes and we
ensure VMs utilizes the resources maximum on each node.
In most of the existing techniques, if the active nodes
does not meet the VM resource requirements because of
insufficient amount of resource is available in such
case we switch on or turn on the next node from sleep

Figure 3. VMs in Pipelined
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For allocating VMs we utilize each node resources
100%. Thus the power consumption is minimized by
reducing the number of nodes usage in the data centre [12]
[13]. If we cannot allocate the VMs then instead of
migrating to the next data centre. Check whether we can
reallocate the VMs which completed its execution. The
energy usage for migration is further saved. In the proposed
technique VMs in pipelined as shown in the Figure 3. In the
stage 1 the VM1 is arrived, stage 2 VM1 is allocated on the
node in pipeline VM2 arrival process is performed in the
stage 3 when the VM1 is executed in pipeline VM2 is
allocated and VM3 is arrives. Stage 4 VM1 is finished
execution in pipeline VM2 is executed, VM3 is allocated
and VM4 arrives. We reduce the makespan by allocating
and executing previously allocated VMs in pipeline as
shown in above Figure 3. The pseudo code for the
algorithm is presented below.

Robin techniques. The simulation is conducted with
specified conditions as tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1: CloudSim Simulation Setup
No of Data Centres
No of Cloudlets

1
25

No of Hosts in Data Centre

40

No of VMs
No of Resource
Configuration
for Hosts

25

Resource Configuration 1

1
100 MPS CPU, 4GB
RAM,
140 GB disk

The simulated results is as shown in Figure 4 illustrate the
proposed technique minimizes the power consumption by
utilizing the each node resources 100%. Figure 5 shows the
make span is reduced using pipeline concepts.

Algorithm 1:
1.Input:nodeList,vmList,ResourceFlag
RandomTaskList
2.Output : allocations tasks to VMs and Execute Task
3.

Foreach task in RandomTasklist
VMProvisionForEachTask();
foreach vm in vmlist do

5.

MinPow = MAX

6.

NodeAllocated = NULL

7.

foreach node in NodeList do

8

Reqpower = PowerReq(node,vm)

9.

ResourFlag = requireResource(node,vm)

10.
11.

If (Reqpower<MinPow)&&(ResourFlag) then
NodeAllocated = node

12.

Minpow = Reqpower

13.

ResourFlag = True

14.

else

15.

If (!ResourFlag) then

16.

Figure 4. Power reduced using proposed algorithm and
compared with Round Robin

Pipeline Vs Sequential

Nodeallocated = node
Allocate VM on available resource by
increasing its execution time and in
pipeline execute the previous allocated vm

Makespan (s)

4.

17. If (Nodeallocated≠NULL) then
Allocate vm to Nodeallocated and in pipeline
while previously allocated vm is in execute stage
19.

If (RunningVMs = = completedTasks) then
Reallocate the VMs and the Resource Available

20.
to other VMs such that avoids migration and
decreases The execution time.
IV.
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Figure 5. Makespan reduced using proposed pipeline
algorithm and compared with sequential algorithm

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The performance of the proposed method is measured by
simulating using CloudSim [16]. In the cloudsim new
scheduling mechanism is compared with existing Round
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V.

CONCULSION

Existing techniques do not consider both reducing power
consumption and make span. Therefore there is a need to
implement a new proposed algorithm that can minimize the
makespan as well as reduce the power consumption to
provide best possible solution. The paper presents a
technique to achieve the objective of minimizing the power
consumption as well as reducing the makespan. To
minimize the power consumption, the tasks are scheduled
on each node by utilizing its resources Maximum (100%)
such that we can reduce the number of nodes used in the
data centre. The makespan is reduced by using pipeline
technique. The experimental results simulated on cloudsim.
It can be concluded that both the power consumption and
make span is reduced by the proposed method.
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